Fulminant hepatic failure.
FHF is a devastating illness of varied causes, carrying considerable mortality and affecting patients with previously healthy livers. The clinical presentation varies widely but encephalopathy is the defining criterion. Management requires a multidisciplinary approach, including rapid triage, monitoring, and referral to a transplantation center for further evaluation. Early prognostication and timely availability of donor livers are essential for a successful outcome. A donor shortage, however, continues to pose problems for both hepatologists and surgeons. Effective liver support devices may greatly prolong the window of opportunity to provide a donor liver, or alternatively to allow the native liver to regenerate. Despite decades of great progress in the field of liver support systems, the ideal system is still a long-cherished goal in hepatology. Hybrid systems have garnered most of the recent attention, but the quest for improved synthetic function has not yet been realized. It is hoped that rapid conceptual and technologic developments with respect to hybrid systems, hepatocyte transplantation, and xenografting will yield a safe and accessible tool for managing these critically ill patients. Controlled, multicenter trials in well-defined patient groups and with standard outcome measures are essential to evaluate the clinical value of these devices. A better understanding of mechanisms responsible for liver cell death and multiorgan failure, and the development of strategies to enhance liver regeneration, may allow a more targeted approach to therapy.